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Everyday Cryptography: Fundamental Principles and ApplicationsOxford University Press, 2012

	Cryptography is a vital technology that underpins the security of information in computer networks. This book presents a comprehensive introduction to the role that cryptography plays in providing information security for technologies such as the Internet, mobile phones, payment cards, and wireless local area networks. Focusing on the...
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KC's Problems and Solutions for Microelectronic Circuits, Fourth EditionOxford University Press, 1998

	One of the most enduring trademarks of Microelectronic Circuits, by Adel Sedra and KC Smith, has been its wealth of problems and solutions. This manual includes hundreds of extra problems and solutions of varying degrees of difficulty for student review. The solutions are completely worked out to facilitate self-study. KC Smith has...
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The Financial Crisis of Our Time (Financial Management Association Survey and Synthesis)Oxford University Press, 2011

	In 2006 residential real estate prices peaked and started to fall, then threatened the world's financial institutions in 2007, and confronted the global economy with disaster in 2008. In the past few years, millions of people have lost very substantial portions of their wealth. And while the markets have rebounded considerably, they are...
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Japan's Software Factories: A Challenge to U.S. ManagementOxford University Press, 1991

	Though Japan has successfully competed with U.S. companies in the manufacturing and marketing of computer hardware, it has been less successful in developing computer programs. This book contains the first detailed analysis of how Japanese firms have tried to redress this imbalance by applying their skills in engineering and production...
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Logic: A Very Short IntroductionOxford University Press, 2006

	Logic is one of the most ancient intellectual disciplines, and one of the

	most modern. Its beginnings go back to the 4th century Ð²Ñ�. The only

	older disciplines are philosophy and mathematics, with both of which it

	has always been intimately connected. It was revolutionized around the

	turn of the twentieth century, by the...
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What Does It All Mean?: A Very Short Introduction to PhilosophyOxford University Press, 1987

	Should the hard questions of philosophy matter to ordinary people? In this down-to-earth, nonhistorical guide, Thomas Nagel, the distinguished author of Mortal Questions and The View From Nowhere, brings philosophical problems to life, revealing in vivid, accessible prose why they have continued to fascinate and baffle...
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The Future of the MBA: Designing the Thinker of the FutureOxford University Press, 2008

	The MBA is probably the hottest ticket among the current university graduate degree offerings--every year, more than 120,000 students enroll in MBA programs in the United States, and the estimates in Europe do not lag far behind. In addition, job prospects have never looked better for business school graduates; corporations are hiring more...
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The Theory of Materials FailureOxford University Press, 2013

	A complete and comprehensive theory of failure is developed for homogeneous and isotropic materials. The full range of materials types are covered from very ductile metals to extremely brittle glasses and minerals. Two failure properties suffice to predict the general failure conditions under all states of stress. With this foundation to...
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Evidentialism and its DiscontentsOxford University Press, 2011

	Few concepts have been considered as essential to the theory of knowledge and rational belief as that of evidence. The simplest theory which accounts for this is evidentialism, the view that epistemic justification for belief--the kind of justification typically taken to be required for knowledge--is determined solely by considerations...
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Reason in Action (Collected Essays, Vol. 1)Oxford University Press, 2011

	Reason in Action collects John Finnis' work on the theory of practical reason and moral philosophy. The essays in the volume range from foundational issues of meta-ethics to the practical application of natural law theory to ethical problems such as nuclear deterrence, obscenity and free speech, and abortion and cloning.
...
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Philosopher Kings?: The Adjudication of Conflicting Human Rights and Social ValuesOxford University Press, 2011

	Philosopher Kings? The Adjudication of Conflicting Human Rights and Social Values, by George C. Christie, examines the attempts by courts to sort out conflicts involving freedom of expression, including religious expression, on the one hand, and rights to privacy and other important social values on the other. It...
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Non-equilibrium Thermodynamics and Statistical Mechanics: Foundations and ApplicationsOxford University Press, 2012

	`Non-equilibrium Thermodynamics and Statistical Mechanics: Foundations and Applications' builds from basic principles to advanced techniques, and covers the major phenomena, methods, and results of time-dependent systems. It is a pedagogic introduction, a comprehensive reference manual, and an original research monograph. Uniquely, the...
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